FLOATING
CONSTRUCTIONS
Brova Idea goes public

BR VA IDEA

BROVA IDEA
–

BROVA IDEA is arguably the finest and most exciting
example of 21st century Norwegian ingenuity and
capabilities.
BROVA IDEA combines a legacy of Norwegian
maritime technology with Norway’s world-famous
cutting edge design, and its enduring pursuit for a
greener future, to apply novel technologies to craft
creative, innovative and environmentally sustainable
solutions to current, real and potential future
challenges of the modern world.
BROVA IDEA stands at the forefront of environmental
and design innovation, generating an entirely new
landscape for the future of construction, with
moveable, durable, versatile floating structures that
are marvels of modern design and architecture.
With a forward-thinking philosophy that addresses
current and potential geo-political, environmental and
geographical challenges, BROVA IDEA is currently
involved in a number of projects and continues to
develop new concepts and ideas implementing the
latest in design, energy, sustainability and technology
into its plans.
At the bedrock of its ideas is the ‘Pearl’ concept – a
totally sustainable floating superstructure currently
being utitlised for the hospitality industry with two
hotels currently planned, but with enough versatility
to develop into any construction project.
Under its current development are two ‘Pearl’s; Brova
Pearl and Dragon Pearl, a floating hotel, and a floating
hotel and casino.
The construction of Dragon Pearl is an exciting
milestone for BROVA IDEAS.
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THE COCOON

The Brova Pearl.

PRE IPO

BROVA CORPORATE
–

The Dragon Pearl.

Brova Idea's new dock.

•	Brova is today an inovative and successful private
company owned by it's founders.
•	To raise funds for further expanding the business
Brova has decided to go public.
•	Brova has signed an agreement with TP Finans in
Denmark with the aim of going public and starting
the process during Q 1/2018.
•	Up to 40% of companies shares will be offered to
the public market
•	Before the actual IPO, the current owners of
Brova would like to expand the shareholders base
and intend to offer up to 10% of the company to
investors before the IPO at a discounted price.
•	Brova’s current value is in the range between 150 –
160m EUR.
•	The IPO will take place on the German Exchange
Market since it is in the EU and hosts one of the
worlds largest stock exchanges.
•	The IPO is likely to be achieved through the
acquisition of an already existing listed company
into which Brova is sold and becomes a fully
owned subsidiary (Reversed Take Over or RTO).

•	This process is in most cases much faster than a
traditional IPO.
•	The existing shareholders will thereby receive new
shares in exchange for their current holding in
Brova.
•	The already listed company becomes the holding
company for Brova.
•	The IPO as such creates interest from the capital
markets and gives Brova access to the same.
•	Through the IPO the owners of Brova will get a
visible value on their holding.
•	Brova is well prepared for an IPO and has a very
solid management team in place which is essential
for a successful placement of shares in connections
with the IPO.
•	In the IPO part of the founders and investors
shares can be sold.
•	The IPO secures an exit mechanism for the
investors and holders of Brova shares.
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BROVA 1
–

A ship, a stage and a theater.

Brova Idea is underway with a number of projects,
where the use of novel ideas and technologies has
been the common denominator.
Working on exiting projects, Brova Idea is all times
developing new ideas, with continually improving and
implementing the newest technology.
Therefore, meet Brova 1, a ship, a stage and a theater.
Brova 1 is new, it is unique, it will make a impact.

The Idea

Brova 1 is new! The idea of a stage and Theater
moving from city to city gives new and unique
possibilities.
A band on tour can have the same stage and ringing
along for new concerts every day in a new city.
The artists have the choice to seil along, with all
advantages of luxury cruise. Safe environment and
relaxing atmosphere.
Mass concert for the audience at shore in front to
the main stage, or private concerts to the VIPs in the
theater.
It is only our fantasy that limits usage of the ship:
• Artist tours
• Promotional tours
• Bringing musicals to different City's
•	Supporting city's in organization of events type
World Cup in football, Olympics...
• Arrangements type Volvo Ocean Race
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DRAGON PEARL
HOTEL CASINO
–

One example of a construction and
contract Brova Idea is working with.
Dragon Pearl Casino Hotel will be a transformative
hospitality concept boasting 400 guest rooms,
restaurant and retail space, and 16,000 square meters
of gaming floor in Macao.
But what makes The Dragon Pearl so unique is its
extraordinary development and construction. The
construction is the first of its kind, making it the
planet’s first floating hotel and casino.
Designed to the highest safety standards and
environmental performance criteria, Dragon Pearl
will be one of the most eco-friendly habitable floating
environments in the world. As a sustainable unit, it
is energy neutral or positive with the use of energy
efficient systems and renewable energy including solar
power and heat recovery systems. The construction
also uses its own seawater desalination plant, making
the unit self-sustainable with fresh water.
As a floating structure, the Dragon Pearl can be moved
or relocated anywhere, transforming any skyline.
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THE ‘PEARL’ CONCEPT
–
The ‘Pearl’ concept was developed by BROVA IDEA.
Using a legacy of reliable maritime construction
and technology and applying it to the ‘Pearl’, the
result is a complete floating, moveable and durable
platform on which entirely customizable structures
can be built such as hotels, residential complexes,
resorts, or commercial areas. Each semi-permanent
superstructure can be specifically designed for space
optimization and utilization, and provides a totally
sustainable and environmental friendly floating
solution.
As a totally sustainable, floating unit, the key issues the
construction of a ‘Pearl’ addresses, include:
• Land deficit in attractive shoreline areas
•	Lack of developmental opportunities or
overdevelopment on prime land
•	Dependence and reliance on neighboring
infrastructure
The ‘Pearl’ has the versatility and mobility to be
moved in the event of adverse political, economic or
other developmental or environmental situations.
These often unpredictable or unstable situations can
have a long reaching impact on redevelopment and
construction. A movable building provides versatility
and global opportunities to investors, whilst assisting
the local economy.

The underlying principles of BROVA IDEA’s ‘Pearl’ concept
and design are:
• Safety & security
•	An optimal unique design to maximize the
concept’s attraction and branding
• Meeting customer criteria and needs
• Reflecting and blending with the local ambience
• Ultimate comfort
• Assured reliability
• Ease of maintenance
• Functionality and efficient logistics
• Environmental friendliness / green footprint
•	Consistent quality of accommodation and
equipment
• Attractive working environment
• Mobility (relocation possibilities of the Unit)
•	Additional features such as sound and light effects,
performance staging and aquaculture etc.
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THE CONSTRUCTION
–
Safe, durable and indestructible

As a semi-permanent universal floating structure the
‘Pearl’ is constructed from concrete. Each custombuilt floating structure is built on top of North Sea
strength concrete platforms, designed to resist an
impact of a tanker ship at full speed. There are more
than 3 million cubic meters of offshore concrete
structures for the oil and gas industry in the world;
Brova’s partner Dr.Techn.Olav Olsen has designed
approximately 2/3rds of them. In addition, each ‘Pearl’
platform enjoys the added safety feature of a Brova
double hull, making the floating structures virtually
unsinkable.
One of its durable qualities is that concrete
strengthens over time and does not erode, like the
steel on ships. This makes each ‘Pearl’, maintenance
free and as strong as any well-built, land-situated
concrete building. A well-built concrete landmark,
such as the Pantheon that is 2000 years old, can stand
for centuries as the concrete hardens and strengthens
over time.
Due to its unique construction, each floating ‘Pearl’
structure can be either anchored to the seabed, or rest
directly on it, depending on the depth of the water,
making it highly versatile with the ability to find a
home regardless of the depth of water beneath it.
Furthermore, each environmentally sustainable ‘Pearl’
adapts its energy requirements according to its local
environment.
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A UNIVERSAL FLOATING
STRUCTURE THAT CAN BE MOVED
AND RELOCATED, INSTANTLY
TRANSFORMING THE SKYLINE OF
ANY CITY.

THE LOBBY
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THE DRAGON PEARL

THE DESIGN
–

Each ‘Pearl’ takes the shape of a ring “hovering above”
water, upon which the buildings are constructed.
Using concrete as the primary material, it can be
cast into any shape and therefore, be designed to
any specification according to its use. Each structure
can be designed for any purpose and its façade
adapted to suit any local environment, architectural
feature, or local culture. Façades are also completely
customizable such as the all glass façade of the Brova
Pearl, or the Dragon-skin scale effect of the Dragon
Pearl. The uniqueness of each floating platform offers
opportunities for any design such as the secluded inner
sanctuaries with green gardens and pool areas in Brova
Pearl, or as in the case of Dragon Pearl’s skin, a façade
that wraps around the towers which also acts as a solar
shading device. Even more surprising, is the flexibility
to adapt to any orientation or weather conditions. As
a moveable structure, the Dragon Pearl’s skin has been
customized to mechanically open or close depending
on its location should it ever be moved.
Each ‘Pearl’ base structure is made of concrete
and includes parking space, infrastructure, spa/
gymnasium and other hotel or building functions.
The semi-permanent floating structures are designed
to ideally be situated off the coastline, close to
residential and other commercial centres, but can
also be used in remote areas if desired.
Each superstructure will typically consist of a higher
ground floor, above which a multi-story structure is
built to house individual units, such as guest rooms,
offices or apartments. Each building will enjoy
penthouses located at the roof level. At the base of
the ‘Pearl’, the structure provides an enclosed area
to create a "square" or "piazza" in which, restaurants,
shops or other communal areas such as swimming
pools would be ideally located.
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A MOVEABLE
FEAST
–

Transportation and logistics
Each ‘Pearl’ is designed and constructed in close
cooperation with experienced offshore heavy lift
operators such as Dockwise, OHT or COSCO to
ensure safe transportation of the structure from the
west coast of Norway to its final destination. Special
strong points for cargo securing during open sea
transport by heavy lift vessel as well as for site safe
mooring are readily integrated in the hotel’s concrete
structure.

Heavy lift transport.

A heavy lift vessel will be ballasted to a semisubmerged draught before the ‘Pearl’ is carefully
maneuvered into a pre-defined position above vessel’s
cargo deck. The heavy lift vessel will de-ballast and
ultimately lift structure (approximately 60.000t)
out of the water. At its final destination the reverse
operation will take place before local tugs tow the
‘Pearl’ to its operation site.
The sea transport from Hanøytangen to its final
destination will be carefully planned by a heavy
lift vessel operator. All available weather routing
information is assessed before and during transport,
and safe ports for shelter against adverse weather
conditions along the the route are identified. The
Brova Pearl will be completed and tested at production
site Hanøytangen, Norway. The exact delivery time of
a ‘Pearl’ can be arranged to the hour.

Hanøytangen Dry Dock, Construction site.
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The ‘Pearl’ projects are developed to
be carbon neutral, and where possible,
carbon positive.

FOTO: COLOURBOX.COM

SUSTAINBILITY
–
Waste

Each structure is designed to be 100% sustainable
with recycling of all organic material and wastetaking place on site. BROVA IDEA’s constructions
have a state of the art process and program to
recycle all waste, such as cleaning water, food waste
and sewage. The leftovers from food processing
and restaurants, plus the sewage are transported
via vacuum to a composting unit connected to a
dewatering unit separating water and solids.
The solids are led directly into a composter which is
also accessible for manually feeding recyclable natural
materials such as cardboard, paper, clean wood,
flowers, grass, garden waste etc.
The composter transforms the solids into a rich and
powerful compost/fertilizer. The weight and volume
is minimized to a minimum of 80%. This compost can
then be used to fertilize all plants within the hotel and
donated to local farmers for usage. The waste water is
cleaned for a new outdoor use or led directly into the
sea or soil.
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Water

Water is a prominent aspect of each BROVA IDEA
project, such as the ‘Pearl’. The floating structure is
essentially a man-made Island that is surrounded by
water.

Energy

Both BROVA Pearl and Dragon Pearl have all of their
energy needs covered on site, and are designed with
the ambition to become energy positive. Available
energy resources, mainly solar power, combined
with careful design of the hotels and its systems to
minimize energy loss, will balance energy production
and energy consumption.

Bishop Design Studio have therefore explored the
structure of water, and found that it is a tiny bent
molecule with the molecular formula H2O, consisting
of two light hydrogen atoms attached to each 16-fold
heavier oxygen atom. Therefore a concept of volumes
linked by bridges where each element is connected
emphasizes this natural resource further.

The ‘Pearls’ will utilize all available sustainable
energy resources on site. The system comprises a
combination of direct solar power plants, thermal
power plants, and kinetic power plants as available.
Power backup for instant power supply during short
peak loads or power failures is provided by large
battery units.

Self-Sustainable Fresh Water

BROVA’s desalination system produces fresh water
from seawater based upon the reverse osmosis
membrane technique. This technique is well
known and is used worldwide in a vast number of
applications.

FOTO: COLOURBOX.COM

The quality of the fresh water is continuously
monitored at special locations. Depending on local
authorities’ approvals, the system may produce
potable water.
FOTO: COLOURBOX.COM
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Solar energy – many areas of the structure are covered
by elegant Solar Hybrid Panels. Photovoltaic thermal
hybrid solar collectors, sometimes known as hybrid
PV/T systems or PVT, are systems that convert solar
radiation into thermal and electric energy. These
systems combine a solar cell, which converts sunlight
into electricity, with a solar thermal collector, which
captures the remaining energy and removes waste
heat from the PV module. The capture of both
electricity and heat allow these devices to have higher
energy and thus be more overall energy efficient than
solar photovoltaic (PV) or solar thermal alone. The
system is 10 % emission-free: no CO2, no NOX.
The system is 10 % energy self-sufficient: require no
inputs.

DISCLAIMER
–

This Presentation of Brova Idea's has been prepared
solely for information purposes and for the sole use of
the person to whom it is delivered. This Presentation
may not be distributed, reproduced or used without
the consent of the Company or for any purpose other
than the evaluation of the project by the person to
whom this Presentation is delivered.
The information contained herein has been prepared
to assist outside parties in making their own
evaluation of the project, and does not purport to
contain all information that such interested parties
may desire. In all cases, interested parties are
encouraged to contact Brova Idea AS
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THE PARTNERS
–

Dr.Techn.Olav Olsen (“DTOO” ) www.olavolsen.no.
Dr.techn.Olav Olsen is an independent structural
engineering and marine technology consultant firm
engaged in conceptual studies and detailed design
of both offshore and onshore structures The firm
employs 90 staff today and is located at Lysaker
outside Oslo. DTOO will be responsible for initial
concept design and providing sufficient input for the
final turn-key EPC contract to be entered into. The
firm has in depth expertise on most areas relevant
for the construction of the Brova Pearl, including off
shore concrete structures, buildings and topsides as
well as various technologies to be included in the unit
such as energy solutions etc.
Yran & Storbråten Architects A/S (“YS Architects”)
www.ysa.no. Y&S Architects, founded in 1983, are one
of the world’s leading design consultants within the
field of marine architecture & interiors. The firm also
has wide experience from onshore residential and
hotel developments.
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XBD Collective is a multi-discipline Design Firm,
that provide creative Architectural & Interior Design
Services. With two elegantly designed offices in Dubai
Design District, the environment provides the perfect
design studio to develop their innovative and creative
ideas.

urban environment. XBD Collective possess an innate
desire to create customised signature Architecture and
Interior Designs Internationally, that is both award
winning and forward thinking.

Managing Partner, Ellen Bishop is one of the Founding
Members of the International Award Winning “Bishop
Design LLC” which established in Dubai in 2004.
The Norwegian Designer has a reputation of being a
leading name in the MENA region, with more than
15 years of expertise. From 2016, Lee Nellis, an RIBA
Chartered Architect, has been Director of the XBD
Architectural Division, and adopts a design style that
strives to push the boundaries of architecture and the

Betonmast Bergen AS is part of Betonmast Hære AS.
Betonmast Hære AS is one of Norway’s leading and
largest entrepreneurs with long lasting experience.
Among many competent Scandinavian entrepreneurs,
BrovaIdea AS chose Betonmast Bergen AS as our
entrepreneur for the EPC contract for The Brova
Pearl. Our decision was based on an assessment
of their proven capacity, experience, attitude and
understanding on how to execute this special and

exciting project. Betonmast Bergen AS is located close
to Hanøytangen, they are familiar with Hanøytangen
construction site and with utterly competent local
specialist contractors with long experience from
combined onshore and offshore industries.
BROVA IDEAS’ concept design and development is
being undertaken with leading Norwegian firms of Dr.
Techn. Olav Olsen As and leading naval architect YSA
AS – Petter Yran and UAE based Bishop Design
Through BROVA IDEA, Norwegian Eksport Kreditt
will provide up to 80% financing of the EBC or total
project value subject to final contract.

THE MANAGEMENT
–

Milos Andric, Chairman of the Board (51)
Representing the owner of Brova Idea and The Brova
Pearl concept, and owner of the intellectual property
related to it. Long experience from the high end
travel industry and aviation. An entrepreneur looking
for new challenges and opportunities, with proven
ability to realize the same.
Christian L. Holst, CEO/CFO (60)
Independent financial advisor and consultant and
with more than 20 years international banking and
financing experience from among others Den norske
Creditbank (a predecessor of DNB ASA), J.P Morgan,
Barclays de Zoete Wedd and Christiania Markets
(now part of Nordea). He has broad experience
from project finance and capital raising both
domestically and internationally. He holds a MSc
degree (siviløkonom) from the Norwegian School of
Economics and Business Administration (NHH) in
Norway.

Bjørn Bergsnes, Technical Director (61)
Currently advisor to the marine industry. More
than 30 years experience in ship design, technical
supervision, new buildings- and project management
with Havyard Global Solution, Bourbon Offshore
Norway, Ulstein Verft/Ulstein Design, Halfdan
Ditlev-Simonsen, Herøy Maritime and Marin
Teknikk. He holds a MSc degree (Naval Architect)
from the Norwegian Institute of Technology (NTNU)
in Norway.
Henrik Brendhagen, CIO

Independent systems architect and web developer
with 5 years of experience in web & graphic design.
Currently monitoring, designing and constructing
our website, mobile apps and graphic design.
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W: www.brovaidea.com
P: +47 968 53 666
A: Pilestredet 39, 0166 Oslo, Norway

